MATHS

Local cultural story - We will use our growing
language tools to write exciting stories based on an
exciting local culture story. We will read and explore
the story, looking at the different elements that make
it up, before using this knowledge and
understanding to rework the story.

We will be working at Flowerton Enterprises to
help Regina set up her new Nature Centre.
We will develop the maths strategies we have to
help Regina solve the problems she has.

CREATIVE

We will help Regina set up her new Nature Centre.
In our role as her researchers we will find out about
plants and animals and investigate what they need
to grow and survive. We will look at the difference
between seeds and bulbs and plant some to see
how they grow. We will explore the plants in our
local environment and investigate different habitats
and life cycles.
We will use our ‘Nature Lab’ role play area and look
after the plants we are growing there.
We will continue to learn French this half term
revisiting the vocabulary we have learned this year,
including greetings, colours and family names.
We will be learning about Christianity and the
communities of those who follow the Christian faith.

We will use plants and flowers and inspiration to
create artwork for the Nature Centre. We will
draw from observation using pencil and charcoal.
We will use paper to create 3D sculptures
inspired by nature and use real flower and plants
in tissue paper collages.
In music we will reflect on the interrelated
dimensions of music (pulse, rhythm, pitch etc.)
through the song ‘Zootime’!
Within Flowerton Enterprises we will use the
‘Nature Lab’ to investigate plants and complete
tasks to help Regina.

PSHE

Recounts - We learn about the features of a recount
and use these to write our own as well as editing
others. We will understand that a recount is usually
used to tell people about something that happened.
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Our circle time focus this half term will be ‘Dreams and
Goals’.
We will talk about our aspirations and how we can
achieve. We will share ways of helping each other and
find ways we can ask for help. As always our friend
Jigsaw Joe will be coming along to help us out.

PHYSICAL

Our work on statistics will help us gather
information about plants in our local environment
and use this information to create charts and
tables.

This half term we will be taking part in team games
using the skills we practised last half term. We will
also take part in dance activities.

OVERVIEW

We will also use our growing calculation strategies
to help Regina with ordering new plants for the
centre.
This half term we will continue working at Flowerton
Enterprises in our new roles as researchers. The world
famous explorer and botanist Regina Flowerton is
currently setting up a Nature Centre, a world class
tourist attraction. The Researchers will investigate the
plants and habitats and complete tasks to help Regina
set up the centre. Part of their work will be creating a
Book of Wonders all about Nature.

